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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, based  on  the generalised  sidelobe canceller 
(GSC), we propose a novel broadband adaptive beamformer, 
where its quiescent vector and blocking matrix are replaced 
by  a series of  two dimensional  frequency invariant  filters 
(FIFs).  The new quiescent  vector forms a beam pointing 
to the signal of interest, whereas the new blocking matrix 
forms a number of beams pointing to other directions, with 
a zero response to  the  signal of  interest.  As opposed to 
standard beanispace  techniques,  the FIFs  need not havc a 
very low  sidelobe level, and the number of FIFs that can be 
implemented also increases. Compared with the traditional 
GSC, a faster convergence speed is achieved in addition to 
a resultant frequency-invariant beam  pattern, as shown by 
simulations. 
. 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
In broadband beamforming, for arrays to accomplish nulling 
over wide percentage bandwidth, tapped-delay lines are em- 
ployed, resulting in  a beamformer with &! sensors and tappcd- 
delay lines of  length  J  as shown  in Fig.  1.  We  need to 
employ  a large number of  sensors and long  tapped-delay 
lines to  achieve high interference rejection and resolution, 
which unavoidably increases the computational complexity 
of the adaptive part and slows down the convergence of the 
system.  To  overcome this problem, several methods have 
been  proposed,  such as the use of adaptive pole-zero  fil- 
ters in [l] and subband adaptive methods  [Z,  31.  Another 
method is broadband beamspace adaptive arrays [4], where 
several frequency invariant  beams are  formed pointing  to 
different directions by  a fixed beamforming  network with 
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two-dimensional (2-D) filters; thereafter an adaptive filter 
is used to combine these beam outputs to form the desired 
output. Since both the number of  beams and that of the se- 
lected beams are small, the total number of adaptive weights 
are greatly reduced compared to the tapped-delay  line sys- 
tem. 
In this paper, we apply the broadband beamspace tech- 
niquc to the generalised sidelobe canceller (GSC) [5,6],  and 
propose a novel broadband adaptive beamformer, where the 
quiesceol vector and the column vectors of the blocking ma- 
trix are replaced by  a series of  two dimensional frequency 
invariant  filters  (FIFs).  The new  quiescent  vector  forms 
a beam pointing to the dircction of  the  signal  of  interest, 
whereas the new blocking matrix forms a numhcr of beams 
pointing to  thc other dircctions with a zero response to the 
signal of interest. 
In this new arrangement, as  long as the FIFs have a good 
frequency invariant propcrty, it is not necessary for them to 
have a very low sidelobe level.  This is an  advantage over 
the beamspace method in [4], where a low sidelobe level is 
required, resulting in a large dimension of the FIFs. More- 
over, in the beamspace nicthod, the main beam direction of 
the FFs  should ideally coincide with nulls (zero responses) 
of all other beams, which limits the number of FIFs that can 
be implemented and sacrifices too many degrees of freedom 
of  the system.  As a rcsult, although 141 presents a fine ap- 
proach,  the interference canccllation capability is  reduced 
compared to  the traditional GSC method with tapped-delay 
lines.  In our method, the FIFs in the blocking matrix only 
need to  have one zero at the direction of the signal of inter- 
est. so we can implement a large number of FIFs and most 
of the interference cancellation capability of the array is re- served. 
The paper is organised as follows. In Sec. 2 we will give 
a brief review of the GSC structure. In Sec. 3,  the frequency 
invariant beamforming technique based on fan filters is re- 
viewed and then we propose the GSC with two dimensional 
FIFs. The method to design the blocking matrix FFs is de- 
scribed in  Sec. 4.  Finally, simulation  results  are given in 
Sec. 5 and conclusions drawn in Sec. 6.  Fig. 2. A generalised sidelobe canceller structure. 
2.  GENERALISED SIDELOBE CANCELLER 
A linearly constrained minimum variance (LCMV) beam- 
former [7]'performs the minimisation of the variance of the 
output signal with respect to some given spatial and spectral 
constraints. For the beamformer shown in Fig. I, the output 
e[n]  can be cxpressed as 
whcre  the  vector x  holds rcceived signal  samples at the 
tapped-delay lines and w holds the corresponding weights. 
Thc LCMV problem can he formulated as 
minwHR,,w  subject to  CHw = f ,  (2) 
where R,,  is lhc covariance matrix of observed array data 
in  x, C  E  CMJxJ  is  the  constraint  matrix and f is  the 
rcsponsc veclor. 
The constrained optimisation of the LCMV problem  in 
(2) can  be  conveniently  solved  using a GSC, which  per- 
forms a prqjection of  the data onto an unconstrained  sub- 
space by  nieans of a blocking  matrix  B and  a quiescent 
W 
Fig. 1. A broadband beamformer with M sensors, each fol- 
lowed by a J-tap filter, 
vector wq.  Thereafter, standard unconstrained optimisation 
algorithms such as least mean square (LMS) or recursive 
least squares (RLS) algorithms can be invoked [ti]. Fig. 2 
shows its principle, where U = BHx  and 
d[n]  =  wrx  with  wq  = C(CHC)-'f .  (3) 
Since wq  is designed to satisfy the specified constraints, 
the signal of  interest will pass through thc: beamformer with 
desired response independent of w,.  In thc lower branch, 
the blocking matrix is required to block the signal of interest 
so that only interfering signals and noise exist. When adapt- 
ing w,  to  minimise the variance of the output signal e[.], 
the scheme will tend to cancel thc interference and noise 
component from d[n]. 
Next, we will revicw the frequency invariant beamform- 
ing technique based on fan filtcrs and thcn propose a new 
construction  of the quiescent  vector and {he blocking  ma- 
trix. 
3.  GSC EMPLOYING TWO DIMENSIONAL 
FREQUENCY INVARIANT FILTERS 
Consider an impinging signal e-jwt with DOA angle 8  as in 
Fig.  1, wherc the waveform arrivcs with a time delay AT at 
adjacent sensors separated by d in a medium with propaga- 
tion speed c. Thc received phase vector at the sensor array, 
x,  1s 
Assume  that  the  array  sensors are  spaced  at half  the 
wavelength of the maximum signal frequency and the tem- 
poral sampling frequency ws  is twice the maximum signal 
frequency.  Then, we have AT  = T,  sin 8,  where T,  is  the 
temporal sampling period. Noting UT,  =  R, where R is the normalised angular frequency, we obtain  blocking matrix should have a zero response at 0 =  0. Fig. 3 
shows the arrangement of the 2L + 1  main beams, which 
point to the directions 0i = 2,  E  = -L, .  . .  ,O,  f..  ,  L, re- 
,-jQsine  .  __  e-j(M-l)RsinB  .,-jnR 
x[n]  = [I  IT 
(5) 
The response of the beamformer to the discrete signal e-jnil 
is 
spectively. If the 2L FIFs in the blocking matrix are strictly 
frequency invariant, 2L should be equal to &f  - i. Here 
we set L = [vi,  where  r-1  is  the ceiling (or round-up) 
operator.  When A4  is odd, we have in total M  FIFs, while 
for even hi,  we obtain M + 1  FIFs.  M-1  d-1 
As mentioned,  the FIF in  the Drooosed method  trans-  .  (4) 
-jmnsin  B .  .-jkn  R(fA0) = 1  CWh,k  *e  ..  m=O  B=O 
forms the broadband beamforming problem into a narrow- 
band  beamforming  problem.  As long as  the FIFs have a 
good  frequency invariant property, it  is  not necessary  for 
With the substitution of s11 = fl and Stz = R sine, we 
obtain the two dimensional digital filter response 
M-1  J-1 
m=O  k=O 
As the spatio-temporal spectrum of the received signal lies 
on thc line R2 = fl1 sin@,  we can use the transformation 
fi = (2  -  sin 0) .?I  to gct the coefficients w;,~  from a one 
dimensional filter H(eJQ)).  The resultant beamformer with 
such kind of coefficicnts will be frequency independent [41. 
IfH(ejn)  is a lowpass filter [4], then signals from the direc- 
tions around 0 will correspond to its passband. In this case, 
a main beam is formed pointing to the direction 0. 
Applying this broadband beamforming technique to the 
CSC,  we replace wq  by a two dimensional FIF with its main 
beam  pointing  to  the  signal of  interest.  For the  blocking 
matrix B, each column vector is replaced by a two dimcn- 
siona1 FIF with a zero response to the signal of interest. By 
this arrangement,  the broadband beamforming  prohlem  is 
transformed  into a narrowband beamforming  problem.  If 
thc filters are strictly frequency invariant, then we only need 
M -  1  such filters in thc blocking matrix and only one adap- 
tive weight is required at each filter output. In practice, the 
HFs are not ideally frequency invariant, therefore wc may 
need to  form more than  M -  1  such  filters, or as an al- 
ternative, apply more than one adaptive weights at each of 
the outputs. However, the total number of adaptive weights 
should be much less than that of  a traditional tapped-delay 
line system. 
Without  loss of  generality, supposing the signal of in- 
terest comes from broadside, the main beam of wg should 
point to  the direction 6 = 0.  The blocking matrix is  ar- 
ranged such that its column vectors form L FIFs with their 
main beam directions equally distributed over B  E [- 5;  0) 
and the same number over 8  E (0;  $1.  All these FIFs in the 
them  to  have  a very  low  sidelobe  level,  which  is differ- 
ent from thc  beamspace  processing  method  [4],  where  a 
low sidelobc level is required, resulting in  a large dimcn- 
sion of the FIFs  and the requirement  to increase the num- 
ber  of sensors.  Moreover, in  [4], the main dircction of a 
beam  should ideally coincide with nulls (zero responses) 
of all other beams.  As a result, the interfcrcncc cancella- 
tion capability is reduced comparing to the traditional GSC 
method.  As an example, consider thc case of a 5-tap proto- 
type FIR filter.  Since this prototype has only 4 zeros, the 
maximum  number  of  frequency  invariant  beams achieved 
in the beamspace method is 5, as shown in  [4].  According 
to  [4], to attain a good frequency invariant characteristic, 
the values of Ad and J  need to  be  at least three times thc 
lcngh of the prototype filter, i.e. IW  = J = 15 for the 5- 
tap prototype FIR filter. Comparing the number of beams, 
5, with the antenna number A4  = 15, wc  may have sac- 
rificed  too many degrees of freedom of  the  system and a 
decreased performance is very likely to result in some cir- 
cumstances. However, In our proposed method, the FIFs in 
the blocking matrix only need to have one zero in thc direc- 
tion of the signal of interest, so that a large number of FlFs 
can be implemented-in  our case 2L + 1-  even for a rela- 
tively small number of antenna elements M.  Thus, by our 
approach, most of the interference cancellation capability of 
the array is retained.  Compared to [4j, the number of FIFs 
Np1p achieved by the beam space method and our proposed 
method is given by 
4 
for beam space method 
NFIF  M { ' 
2 .  + 1  for the proposed method  ' 
(8) 
where the selection of $  folIows a design recommendation 
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Fig. 3. An arrangement of the 2L + 1  main beams. 
in [4]. 
4.  DESIGN OF THE FREQUENCY INVARIANT 
FILTERS 
Since the FTF  in wp is a normal  2-D FIF pointing  to  the 
direction 0, of  the signal of interest, it can be obtained by 
the fan filter method in [4]. We  here focus on the design of 
the blocking matrix. 
Suppose h[k],  k = 0,. .  . ,  X -  1, is a linear-phase low- 
pass FIR filter with frcquency response H(ejA).  The aim is 
to derive from it the two dimensional FIF with main beam 
in the direction 8i and a zero response towards the direction 
n  Os. Using the transformation  = (& -  sinBi) .  x,  we 
obtain the frequency response of the FIF 
x 
. 
(9) 
As R(fll,  f12)le=ob  = 0 and 2 = sing,  in the direction 
0 = 8,,  wc obtain 
) = 0  .  (10) 
j(sin  0.-sin  t7iJ.z  R(fh,%)le=o. = H(e 
Thus, the prototype filtcr design for the FIFs can bc formu- 
lated as 
h[k]  = arg min  subjcct to  (IO) ,  (1  I) 
Nkl 
where 
lr 
= 1  [H(eqZdd  ,  (12) 
n, 
with a, being the stopband cutoff frequency. A constrained 
minimisation of  can be accomplished by  invoking a non- 
linear optimisation  software package, such as the subrou- 
tines LCONF/DLCONF in the IMSL library [9]. 
Fig. 4. Magnitude response of an FIF example over the band 
f'l E [0.30n;  0.90~1. 
Given  this lowpass filter, we  thcn  follow  the steps in 
[4].  The resultant FIF will  have the desired zero response 
at 8,.  The response of an 18 x .18 FIF over the band R  E 
[0.30~;  0.90~1  derived from a 5-tap lowpass filter with main 
beam pointing to i9  = -22.5" and zero response at 0 = 0 is 
shown in Fig. 4. 
5.  SIMULATION RESULTS 
In our simulation, thc proposed GSC employing two dimen- 
sional FIFs with &.I  = J = 18 is compared with the tradi- 
tional GSC with  &I  = 18, J  = 15. One adaptive weight 
is used for each of the FIF outputs,  The signal of interest 
comes from broadside and with a signal to interference ra- 
tio (SIR) of -20 dB and signal to noise ratio (SNR) of20  dB. 
Three interfering signalscome from the angles of  20°, -40" 
and GOo, respectively.  Both the interfering signals and the 
signal  of interest  have a bandwidth  of  [0.3~;  0.97~1.  We 
use a normalised LMS algorithm for adaptation.  The step- 
sizes are empirically  chosen  to  achieve the same  steady- 
state value of the mean square residual error (MSE). which 
are  0.23 for  our FIF method  and 0.38 for the traditional 
GSC. Simulation results are shown in Fig. 5, where the pro- 
posed mcthod demonstrates a much faster convergence due 
to the transformation effect of the FIFs and the shorter adap- 
tive filter length.  Further, the proposed method  automati- 
cally leads to a beam patfcrn with a good frequency invari- 
ant property, which is shown in Fig. 6 over the bandwidth 
R  E [0.3~;  0.9~1  and DOA range 6'  E  [-go";  90'1,  where 
the attenuation at  the interferers'  positions  20", -40"  and 
87 invariant property. 
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